As an append-only distributed database, blockchain is utilized in a vast variety of applications including the cryptocurrency and Internet-ofThings (IoT). The existing blockchain solutions have downsides in communication and storage efficiency, convergence to centralization, and consistency problems. In this paper, we propose LightChain, which is the first blockchain architecture that operates over a Distributed Hash Table  ( DHT) of participating peers. LightChain is a permissionless blockchain that provides addressable blocks and transactions within the network, which makes them efficiently accessible by all the peers. Each block and transaction is replicated within the DHT of peers and is retrieved in an ondemand manner. Hence, peers in LightChain are not required to retrieve or keep the entire blockchain. LightChain is fair as all of the participating peers have a uniform chance of being involved in the consensus regardless of their influence such as hashing power or stake. LightChain provides a deterministic fork-resolving strategy as well as a blacklisting mechanism, and it is secure against colluding adversarial peers attacking the availability and integrity of the system. We provide mathematical analysis and experimental results on scenarios involving 10K nodes to demonstrate the security and fairness of LightChain.
Introduction
Blockchain [1] is an append-only distributed database that provides a partial ordering of blocks among a set of trust-less peers. Each block consists of a set of transactions. In a blockchain, the blocks are connected to each other via immutable links from each block to its previous one and form a chain, which is called the ledger. Because they define a partial ordering of blocks without the need of a global synchronized clock, provide a tamper-proof architecture, and establish trust over a trust-less system of independent peers, the blockchain systems are employed in many decentralized applications including the cryptocurrencies [1] , Internet-of-Things [2, 3] , digital rights management [4] , big data [5] , search engines [6] , fair data exchange [7] , supply-chain management [8] , and namespace management [9] .
A blockchain system is usually modeled as a stack of protocols with at least four layers, from bottom to top are named as Network, Consensus, Storage, and View [10] . The layers work interoperably with each other in a pipelined manner i.e., the output of the lower layer is the input to the upper one. The Network layer deals with the dissemination mechanism of the transactions and blocks among the peers of the system. The Consensus layer represents the protocols for block generation decision-making process, which aim at providing an accepted ordering of the blocks among the peers. In other words, all the peers that follow the protocols provided by the Consensus layer are aimed to reach the same state of the generated blocks ordering. The Storage layer provides the read functionality for the peers to read from the blockchain. The View layer represents the most recent state of the participating peers' data considering all the updates on the ledger from the very first to the most recent blocks.
Existing blockchains' deficiencies: The existing blockchain solutions have scalability problems in all layers of the blockchain protocol stack. To the best of our knowledge, at the Network layer, all the existing blockchains operate on unstructured overlays [1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . Such overlays have no deterministic, well-defined, and efficient lookup mechanism to retrieve the address of the peers, the content of the blocks, and the new transactions. Rather, the knowledge of a peer (i.e., other peers, blocks, and transactions) is gained by the epidemic message dissemination among the peers (e.g., broadcasting in Bitcoin [1] ) with the communication complexity of O(n) to disseminate a new block or transaction, where n is the number of participating peers in the system. In this paper, by the communication complexity we mean the number of the exchanged messages (i.e., the round complexity).
At the Consensus layer, the existing solutions converge to centralization by delegating the block generation decision making to a biased subset of the special peers, e.g., the peers with higher computational power [1, 23, 24, 25] , higher stakes [12, 13] , or longer activity history in the system [16] . Such centralization convergence allows a subset of the peers to leverage the blockchain to their advantage by, for example, performing selfish-mining [29] . The existing blockchains are also prone to the consistency problems that are caused by their probabilistic fork-resolving approach at the Consensus layer, i.e., following the longest chain of the forks as the main chain [1] . The probabilistic nature of this fork-resolving approach is due to the volatility of the main chain. This threatens the consistency and performance of the system since once the main chain is conquered by another chain, all the blocks that have been already appended to it are considered invaluable [30] . Hence, the probabilistic fork-resolving strategy causes probabilistic finalization on the block generation, i.e., the more blocks are coming after a certain block on the ledger, that chain of blocks gets longer, and with a higher probability that block is being finalized as the main chain's block. Thus, in the existing blockchain solutions, appending a generated block to the ledger does not make it effective unless a number of new blocks come after it [31] .
Having b blocks in the system, the existing blockchains require the Storage layer memory complexity of O(b) by downloading and keeping the entire ledger locally at the peer's storage [10] . In other words, as peers are not able to efficiently lookup any information within the unstructured overlay, they locally store the perceived information and gradually construct a local copy of the entire ledger, which takes O(b) storage complexity. Likewise, upon joining the system, during the bootstrapping phase, a new peer needs to verify the entire state of the ledger from the very first block to the most recent one to check the integrity of the ledger [30] . This imposes a time and communication complexity of O(b) at the View layer. Bootstrapping is defined as the process in which a new node constructs its view of the blockchain [10] .
Sharding: The best existing approach to overcome the mentioned performance and scalability problems of the blockchains is to apply sharding. In the sharding-based approaches [20, 19, 26] , the blockchain system is split into multiple smaller groups of peers, and each group operates in parallel on an independent version of the ledger. Despite its advantage of increasing the speed of the system on processing the transactions in parallel, existing sharding-based blockchains have O(n) communication complexity for processing a single transaction, as well as the best case O( b log n ) memory and time complexity at the Storage and View layers, respectively [26] .
Proposed solution: In this paper, we propose LightChain, which is a permissionless blockchain defined over a Skip Graph-based peer-to-peer (P2P) Distributed Hash Table (DHT) overlay [32] , with the goal of providing a consistent, communication and storage efficient blockchain architecture with fully decentralized and uniform block generation decision-making. LightChain is permissionless [33] as it allows every peer to freely join the blockchain system and be considered in the block generation decision-making, which is similar to the wellknown blockchains like Bitcoin [1] and Ethereum [34] . At the Network layer, LightChain operates on top of a Skip Graph that is a DHT-based structured P2P system with a well-defined topology and deterministic lookup strategy for data objects. We model each peer, block, and transaction by a Skip Graph node. This idea enables participating peers to make their blocks and transactions addressable and efficiently accessible at the Network layer with the communication complexity of O(log n). In other words, each peer, block, and transaction is retrievable by exchanging at most O(log n) messages. Additionally, the latest state of each data object is retrievable with the same communication complexity and by querying the Skip Graph overlay directly. By the latest state of a data object, we mean the consideration of all the updates on that data object from the very first block to the most recent one on the ledger. For example, in the cryptocurrency applications where data objects are the peers' balance, the latest state corresponds to the most recent updated value of a peer's balance. This is in contrast to the existing solutions that require the peers to follow the ledger linearly, apply all the updates sequentially, and compute the latest state of a data object. As we elaborate in the rest of this paper, we utilize Skip Graph due to its ability to represent each node with two independent identifiers. Nevertheless, LightChain can operate on any DHT with two independent identifiers.
To provide a time and bandwidth efficient consensus approach that is also fair, immutable, and secure, we propose Proof-of-Validation (PoV) as the Consensus layer strategy of LightChain. We say that a consensus approach is fair if each participating peer in the system has a uniform chance of being involved in the consensus regardless of its influence: e.g., processing power, available bandwidth, or stake. In addition, we say that a consensus approach is immutable if none of the (influential) peers in reaching a consensus can legitimately change the consensus at a later time after it is finalized. We say that a consensus approach is secure if the malicious peers are not able to generate and append an illegitimate transaction or block to the ledger. In PoV, the validation of each block is designated to a subset of the peers, which are chosen uniformly for each block based on its hash value (modeled as a random oracle), and are contacted efficiently using the structured Skip Graph overlay. Working in this fashion, LightChain enables improved decentralization of the block generation decision-making and deters the centralization monarchy. By the centralization monarchy, we mean the situation where the majority of block generation decision-makings are under the control of a small subset of special peers e.g., peers with a strong hashing power. LightChain preserves the integrity and consistency of the blockchain in the presence of colluding adversarial peers (e.g., Sybil adversary [35] ) as well as selfish miners [29] , as no peer can contribute to the decision making of two consecutive blocks generation. 1 We discuss these formally in the rest of this paper.
To improve the consistency of the ledger, LightChain governs a deterministic rule on resolving the forks at the Consensus layer. The main chain is always recognized in a deterministic fashion, and is followed by all the peers. Blocks on the other branches of a fork are discarded by the LightChain peers, i.e., block generation on those branches are rejected by the set of randomly assigned PoV validators, and hence by other peers of the system. This mechanism allows a block to be evaluated and finalized in a deterministic manner as the main chain's block once it is appended to the ledger and one other block comes after it, which is in contrast to the existing solutions that require appending several more subsequent blocks (e.g., around 6 blocks in Bitcoin [31] ) to a new block for that block to be considered as a main chain's block.
To establish an efficient Storage layer policy, LightChain enables the peers to access the transactions and blocks in an on-demand basis using the efficient Skip Graph retrievability, rather than requiring them to store the entire ledger locally. Each peer is responsible for keeping a small subset of the randomly chosen blocks and transactions. This provides a storage load distribution among the participating peers. To provide better availability of blocks and transactions and tackle malicious peers, LightChain makes several copies of each block and transaction on different peers of the system, which is known as replication. Replication in LightChain is done in a way that it provides at least one copy of each block and transaction accessible at any time in expectation.
At the View layer, LightChain provides each new peer with a set of randomly chosen peers of the system that are named the view introducers of the new peer. The introducers of a new peer are drawn uniformly from the set of participating peers to share their view of the ledger with it. This is done to facilitate the bootstrapping of a new peer joining the system, and enable its immediate participation on the blockchain system without the need to verify the entire blockchain as opposed to the existing solutions. The randomized bootstrapping in LightChain takes O(log n) communication complexity and O(n) time complexity. At the end of randomized bootstrapping, a peer obtains the updated view of the most recent state of all the participating peers in the system. However, as we stated earlier, obtaining a particular peer's state in LightChain takes the communication complexity of O(log n) and time complexity of O (1), and without the need to track the ledger up to the most recent block. As presented later in this paper, LightChain determines the introducers in a way that the obtained view of a new peer towards the system is consistent with the view of the honest peers.
Contributions: The original contributions of this paper are as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in the blockchain literature that improves the communication efficiency at the Network layer, the consistency and fairness at the Consensus layer, the memory efficiency at the Storage layer, and provides a more efficient bootstrapping at the View layer, altogether. With this aim, we propose LightChain, which a consistent, and communication and storage efficient permissionless blockchain with fully decentralized and uniform block generation decision-making that operates on top of a Skip Graph-based structured P2P overlay.
• LightChain is fair in the sense that each of the participating peers in the system has a uniform chance of being involved in the consensus regardless of its influence: e.g., processing power, available bandwidth, or stake.
• Having n peers and b blocks in the system, compared to the best existing solutions that require the storage and communication complexity of O( b log n ) and O(n) by maintaining many shards, respectively, our proposed LightChain requires O( b n ) storage on each peer, and incurs the communication complexity of O(log n) on generating a new block or transaction employing a new blockchain design approach.
• In our proposed LightChain, the transactions, blocks, as well as the latest state of the data objects are addressable within the network, and retrievable with the communication complexity of O(log n).
• We provide an analytical framework for the mathematical analysis of LightChain, showing how to set the operational parameters to achieve security, efficiency, and availability.
• We extended the Skip Graph simulator SkipSim [36] with the blockchainbased simulation scenarios, implemented and simulated the LightChain, and compared the experimental results with our proposed analytical framework. The analytical and experimental results are found to be consistent.
The related works are summarized in Section 2. We describe the preliminaries and our system model in Section 3. Our proposed LightChain is presented in Section 4. We describe the analytical and experimental results in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
Related Works
In this section, we survey the existing blockchain solutions based on their contributions to each of the blockchain protocol stack's layers.
Network Layer
Dissemination of a new transaction or block in the existing blockchains is done via Broadcasting [1] , Flooding [24] , or Gossiping [25] , which are epidemic disseminations with the communication complexity of O(n) i.e., O(n) message exchanges are required for a single block or transaction to be accessible by every peer of the system. On the other hand, our proposed LightChain applies a communication complexity of O(log n) messages to insert a new transaction or block in the Skip Graph overlay, and make it accessible by every peer of the system. Additionally, in our proposed LightChain, not only the blocks, but also the latest state of the data objects are addressable within the network, and retrievable with the communication complexity of O(log n). By the latest state, we mean the most recent appearance of that data object in a block on the ledger. By directly retrieving the latest state of a data object, in contrast to the existing blockchains, peers in LightChain are not required to keep searching and retrieving the most recent blocks frequently. Rather, they are able to search and retrieve the latest state of their data objects of interest on demand. For example, in cryptocurrency applications, a peer that is interested only in the latest balance state of another peer, performs a search within the Skip Graph overlay, and finds the latest balance state of the other peer within the blockchain.
Consensus Layer
Proof-of-Work (PoW): In PoW-based approaches [1, 37, 34, 11] , the block generation is done by tweaking a parameter (i.e., nonce) of the block that makes the hash of it below a predefined difficulty level. Considering the hash values are drawn from a uniform distribution (i.e., random oracle model), reaching a hash value below the difficulty level requires a brute force approach over the input range [38] . The block generation decision-making in PoW is heavily correlated with the hash power, which sacrifices the fairness of the system in favor of the nodes with higher hash power [39] . Additionally, PoW is an inefficient consensus solution due to its huge amount of energy consumption [40] e.g., the power requires to maintain the PoW on Bitcoin network is equal to the Ireland's electrical consumption [41] . Proof-of-Stake (PoS): In PoS-based approaches, the block generation decisionmaking is done by the stakeholders [12, 13, 14, 34, 42] . PoS approaches require a synchronized clock [43] among the peers, which applies an additional O(n) communication complexity. PoS approaches also move the system towards the centralized monopoly of the peers with higher stakes and break down fairness and decentralization on block generation [12, 34, 42, 14, 13] . PoW-PoS Hybrid: To provide a balance between the computational inefficiency of PoW and communication inefficiency of PoS, hybrid PoW-PoS approaches are proposed. In PPCoin [15] the difficulty of PoW is adaptively determined for each peer based on its stake. Similar PoW-PoS hybrid approaches are proposed to combat the spammers in the email systems [44, 39, 45] . Proofof-Activity (PoA) [16] is another hybrid approach where peers use PoW over empty blocks to determine the voting committee of the next block uniformly from the set of stake holders.
Compared to the existing PoW and PoS consensus solutions, our proposed Proof-of-Validation (PoV) is the only one that provides fairness, security, and immutability altogether. PoV is fair as it distributes the chance of participating in transactions' and blocks' validation decision-making uniformly among the participating peers, regardless of their influence in the system. In contrast to PoW-based consensus approaches, PoV is secure as malicious peers are not able to generate a validated transaction or block, even with large computational power. In contrast to the PoS-based approaches that are vulnerable to the posterior corruption attack, PoV is immutable and secure against such attacks. Posterior corruption attack happens when the majority of the committee members of an old block change their decision later on and create a (legitimate) fork from their generated block on the ledger [13] . This attack happens especially when the committee members of a block are coming out of stake, and hence do not have anything to lose [46] . In our proposed PoV, however, changing even one bit of a transaction or block changes its set of validators entirely. Hence, even the validators of a transaction or block are not able to change its content or fork another history later on. Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) Consensus and Sharding: In its classical form, the BFT-based consensus operates on voting nodes. Each node broadcasts its vote to the others, receives their votes, and follows the majority. BFT can tolerate up to n 3 of adversarial nodes [47] . Hyperledger [28, 27] , Ripple [48] , and Tendermint [49] support BFT-based consensus protocols. For example, in Ripple, during each epoch, each authority contacts a subset of other authorities as the trusted ones for voting. In sharding-based approaches the system is partitioned into disjoint subsets of peers, e.g., subsets of size O(log n) in Rapidchain [26] . Each subset is working on an independent version of the ledger using BFT in an epoch-based manner [19, 20] . Such epoch-based approaches and BFT apply an additional O(n) communication overhead to the system. NEO [17] is another epoch-based blockchain that aims at resolving forks by Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (dBFT). In dBFT, the participating peers select a set of consensus peers and delegate the block generation decision making to them. Ontology [18] offers Verifiable Byzantine Fault Tolerance (VBFT), where the consensus peers of the next blocks are selected randomly from the set of stakeholders by applying a random function on the current block. Both dBFT and VBFT require the communication complexity of O(n) for reaching consensus over a block. Snowflake is the consensus layer protocol of Avalanche [21] , and acts similarly to our proposed PoV in the sense of randomly chosen peers for validation. However, in contrast to our proposed PoV that engages a small constant number of uniformly chosen peers, Snowflake requires the communal participation of all the online peers for reaching a consensus. Only a small set of trusted super-peers are participated in consensus protocol of BigChainDB [5] . BigChainDB establishes a variant of Paxos [50] consensus among the set of super-peers to elect the one that is responsible for writing to the ledger.
Storage Layer
Having b blocks in the system, existing blockchains like Bitcoin [1] and Ethereum [34] , all require peers to keep an O(b) storage. To moderate this linear storage complexity, Rollerchain [24] obligates peers to only hold a smaller subset of challenged blocks for generating the new ones. The subset, however follows a linear storage complexity in the number of blocks in the system i.e., O(b), which is in contrast to our proposed LightChain that requires O( b log n ) storage complexity on each peer. Additionally, Rollerchain lacks the storage load balancing as well as efficient block retrieval features, since blocks are not addressable within the network. Rollerchain also applies a noticeable communication overhead by including the exact copies of the challenged blocks into the newly generated block. Trustchain [25] aims to improve the storage load by making each peer to come with its own personal ledger. Each transaction is stored solely on its sender's and receiver's ledgers. In addition to the requirement of a globally synchronized clock and lack of replication, personal ledgers result in O(n × b) time complexity on generating new transactions. Similar personal ledger approach is also proposed in [51] . Personal ledgers also make the blockchain system not efficiently adaptable to the scenarios where a vast majority of the peers are working on a shared set of data, e.g., distributed database applications. By sharding the system into smaller groups of O(log n) peers that operate on disjoint ledgers, Rapidchain [26] requires each peer to keep O( b log n ) blocks, but without an efficient retrieval feature. BigChainDB [5] provides a distributed database of super-peers (e.g., Cassandra [52] ) that are the only ones responsible to keep the entire ledger. Ordinary peers can connect to the super-peers, read the ledger, and propose the transactions. Writing to the database (i.e., ledger) in BigChainDB, however, is only limited to a small set of super-peers that are assumed fully trusted. Compared to the existing solutions, our proposed LightChain requires O( b n ) storage complexity on each peer, and incurs the communication complexity of O(log n) on both generation and retrieval of the transactions and blocks, while it presumes a uniform chance for every par-ticipating peer to be involved in the block generation decision-making.
View Layer
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing secure and fast (i.e., O(1) in time and O(log n) in communication) bootstrapping approach as we have in our proposed LightChain. Rather, almost all the existing blockchain architectures, including the Bitcoin [1] and Ethereum [34] , require all the peers that are participating in the consensus protocol to construct their view locally by verifying the transactions on the ledger linearly. Having b blocks in the system, this local selfconstruction of view from scratch takes the time and communication complexity of O(b). To improve the scalability of blockchain and boost up its transaction processing speed, side-chains are proposed as a view-layer solution [53] , where a group of peers deviate from the main chain and create their own chain, proceed with their intra-group transactions for a while, and then close the side chain and summarize their turnover by submitting a few transactions into the main chain. Although the side-chains are running faster with significantly fewer peers than the main chain, they are prone to the efficiency problems of the main chain, such as forking. Likewise, as the side-chains grow in number, it is very likely for the sender and receiver of a transaction to reside on two different side-chains, which requires an inter-side-chain transaction. The inter-side-chain transactions should pass through the main chain with possibly two transactions [10] i.e., one deposit from sender's side-chain to the main chain, and one withdrawal from the main chain to the receiver's side-chain. This increases the number of the transactions by a factor of two and acts more of a hurdle for the main chain with advert scalability impact.
Blockchains in relation to the DHTs
Instead of storing blocks in a linked-list, Skipchain [22] provides a Skip List [54] representation of the blocks in the ledger. Skip List is the centralized analog of Skip Graph. Skipchain enables a peer to search for a specific block within its own local memory in the time complexity of O(log b), while it retains the communication complexity of O(n) at the network layer. In the other words, in contrast to our proposed LightChain that enables peers to search for the blocks within the network in a fully decentralized manner, each peer of Skipchain is required to download the entire ledger on its own disk (O(b) storage) and construct the Skip List locally to be able to search for a specific block in logarithmic time. Skipchain is a single-writer blockchain, i.e., only one entity is allowed to write on the blockchain entirely. This limiting assumption is used as appending a new block to Skipchain requires a deterministic knowledge of the meta-data of the immediately subsequent block. A blockchain-based decentralized access control management that does not require a trusted third party is proposed in [55] . The access granted by a user to a service is modeled as a transaction that is encrypted and stored on a DHT [56] . Users hold the pointers to the encrypted transactions on a blockchain and hence can revoke or change the access grants
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Network
Consensus Storage Clock-free Bitcoin [1] Broadcast PoW Full Yes BitCoin-NG [11] Broadcast PoW Full No NEM [12] Broadcast PoS Full No Snow White [13] Broadcast PoS Full Yes Ouroboros [14] Broadcast PoS Full No PPCoin [15] Broadcast PoW-PoS Full No PoA-Bitcoin [16] Broadcast PoW-PoS Full Yes NEO [17] Broadcast dBFT Full No Ontology [18] Broadcast VBFT Full Yes Elastico [19] Broadcast BFT Full No Ripple [48] Broadcast BFT Full No Tendermint [49] Gossiping BFT Full No Hyperledger [27, 28] Gossiping BFT Full No Omniledger [20] Gossiping BFT Full No Avalanche [21] Gossiping Snowflake Full No Skipchain [22] Gossiping BFT Full Yes PeerCesus [23] Flooding PoW-PoS Full No Rollerchain [24] Flooding PoW Distributed Yes Trustchain [25] Gossiping PoW Distributed No Rapidchain [26] Gossiping BFT Distributed No BigChainDB [5] Broadcast Paxos Distributed No LightChain DHT PoV Distributed Yes Table 1: A comparison among a variety of the existing blockchain solutions. We assume that an approach supports distributed storage, if the storage load of blocks and transactions is distributed among all the participating peers in a policy-based manner, e.g., replication. Otherwise, we presume the full storage where peers collect and hold the blocks and transactions entirely on their local storage. We call a blockchain as clock-free, if it does not require the peers to be synchronized over a physical or logical clock.
later on. The blockchain in their proposed solution is mainly utilized as a service without the aim to improve its efficiency, and it is not constructed over the DHT. Table 1 summarizes a variety of the existing blockchain solutions in comparison to our proposed LightChain.
Preliminaries and System Model 3.1 Skip Graph
Skip Graph [32] is a DHT-based distributed data structure that consists of nodes. A Skip Graph node is a standalone component with three attributes; a numerical ID, a name ID, and an (IP) address. The numerical and name IDs are known as the identifiers of the nodes. In order to join a Skip Graph, it is sufficient for each new node to know only one arbitrary node of the Skip Graph, which is called the introducer of that new node. As a result of the join protocol of the Skip Graph that is executed by the new node in a fully decentralized manner, the new node obtains the attributes of O(log n) other nodes that are called the neighbors of the new node, where n is the number of Skip Graph nodes. Knowing its neighbors, each node is able to search and find the address of other nodes of Skip Graph that possess a specific numerical ID or name ID, by employing a search for numerical ID [32, 57] , or a search for name ID [58] of those nodes, respectively. Both searches are done with the communication complexity of O(log n). As the result of the searches, if the targeted numerical ID or name ID of the search is available in the Skip Graph, the (IP) addresses of their corresponding nodes is returned to the search initiator. Otherwise, the (IP) addresses of the nodes with the most similar identifiers to the search target are returned.
Blockchain
A blockchain is a linked-list of blocks with immutable links from each block to its previous one [10, 59] . By immutable links, we mean that each block points back to the collision-resistant hash value of its previous block on the chain. The immutable links define an order of precedence over the chain of blocks, which implies that the transactions of a certain block are committed subsequent to the transactions of the previous blocks. Due to the immutable links, the blockchain is considered as an append-only database, and updating a block of the ledger by changing its content is not allowed, and considered as an adversarial act. An update on a block changes its hash value and makes the next subsequent block on the ledger not to pointing to this block's hash value anymore, which corresponds to a disconnection on the ledger. To re-establish the connectivity between the updated block and its subsequent block, the pointer on the subsequent block needs to be refreshed with the new hash value of the updated block. This, in turn, changes the hash value of the subsequent block and breaks the ledger from a new point onward (i.e., the subsequent block). Hence, re-establishing the connectivity after an update on a single block requires refreshing the hash pointers on all the subsequent blocks. In the existing blockchains, re-establishing the connections after an update on a block is correlated with a success probability, e.g., solving a computationally hard problem [1] or getting the consent of a specific subset of peers [42] . This correlation makes re-establishing the connectivity of ledger upon changing the content of even a single block a computationally hard problem due to the collision-resistance of the hash functions.
Notations
In this paper, we call the last block that is appended to the blockchain as the current tail of the blockchain, which is also the tail of the ledger. The first block of a blockchain is known as the Genesis block, which is also the head of the linked-list of the ledger. We also define the previous relationship as the immutable links from each block to its previous block on the ledger. Blockchain defines a partial ordering of the blocks on the ledger based on the previous relationship. We say that block blk1 is the immediate predecessor of the blk2, if blk2 points back to the hash value of blk1 as its previous block on the ledger. In this situation, blk2 is the immediate successor of blk1. In this paper, we consider that a block is committed to the blockchain if it is being written by the consensus layer protocol of the blockchain to its storage, i.e., the block passes the defined consensus verification and is being appended to the tail of the ledger. We denote the system's security parameter and the system's identifier size by λ and s, respectively. Also in this paper, we denote the hash function H : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} s as a random oracle.
System Model
In our system model, each peer corresponds to a device connected to the Internet (e.g., a laptop, smartphone, smart TV) that executes an instance of the LightChain protocol. As detailed in Section 4, a Skip Graph overlay of peers is constructed by representing each peer as a Skip Graph node. We assume that each participating peer joins the Skip Graph overlay using the Skip Graph join protocol in a fully decentralized manner and by knowing one peer of the system [32] . Both identifiers (i.e., name ID and numerical ID) of peers are the hash value of their public key using a collision-resistant hash function. Following this convention, in this paper, we refer to a peer by its identifier, which corresponds to its name/numerical ID. We consider the system under churn [60] , i.e., the participating peers are dynamic between offline and online states. We assume the existence of a churn stabilization strategy [61, 62] that preserves the connectivity of the Skip Graph overlay under churn. We denote the System Capacity by n, and define it as the maximum number of registered peers in the system, i.e., n = O(2 s ). We consider all the participating peers as probabilistic Turing machines that run in a polynomial time in the security parameter of the system i.e., their running time is O(λ c ) for some constant c > 0. We make this assumption essentially for the reason that participating peers should be able to execute O(n) cost protocols. Following this assumption, n is a polynomial in λ, which results in s << λ. Similarly, we denote the Block Capacity by b, and define it as the maximum number of the generated blocks in the system. Similarly, we also consider b as a polynomial in λ, which results in b n to be a polynomial in the security parameter of the system. In our system model, we assume that each peer is participating in the blockchain by a set of assets as well as a balance. The assets set corresponds to the data that the peer initially registers on the blockchain via a transaction, and is able to update it later on by generating new transactions. The balance of a peer is used to cover its transaction generation fees. Although the assets and balance are the same in cryptocurrency applications, nevertheless, we consider them as two distinct attributes of each participating peer in general form, considering other potential applications such as distributed databases. We consider a transaction as a state transition of the assets of the transaction's owner. View of a participating peer in our system model towards the blockchain is a table of (numID , lastblk , state , balance) tuples. Each tuple represents the view of the peer with respect to another peer of the system with the numerical ID of numID. The lastblk represents the hash value of the last committed block to the blockchain that contains the most recent transaction of that peer. The view of the associated peer with respect to the current state of the assets of another peer and its remaining balance are represented by state and balance, respectively. By the current state, we mean the most recent values of the assets of the peer considering all the generated transactions by that peer from the Genesis block up to the current tail of the blockchain.
Adversarial Model
We define the availability of the blockchain as the blocks being accessible in a timely fashion [63] . We define the integrity of the blockchain as the property that views of the peers towards the blockchain are not being changed, except by appending a new block to the current tail of the blockchain solely by the peers that are included in the consensus protocol. We assume the existence of a Sybil adversarial party [35] that adaptively takes control over a fraction f of peers in the system. We define the honest peers as the ones that follow the LightChain protocol, and the adversarial peers as the ones that deliberately deviate from the LightChain protocol collectively at arbitrary points. Adversarial peers aim to jointly attack the availability and integrity of the system.
Authenticated Search
We assume that the search queries over the Skip Graph overlay are authenticated by an authentication mechanism in the presence of the described adversarial peers [64] . By the authenticated searches, we mean that the validity of the search results is publicly verifiable through a search proof that is generated by the signing keys of the participating peers on the search path. The search proof also contains the attributes of the peers on the search query path (e.g., identifier and (IP) address) with the last node on the search path considered as the search result.
4 LightChain: A Permissionless Blockchain over Skip Graph
Overview
The LightChain protocol is executed independently by each participating peer. In LightChain, we employ a Skip Graph DHT overlay to establish a blockchain. The peers, as well as the transactions and blocks, are indexed as Skip Graph nodes. Each peer invokes the insertion algorithm of Skip Graph [32] using its own identifiers and (IP) address and joins the system. Both identifiers of a peer (i.e., its name ID and numerical ID) are hash value of its public key (i.e., verification key). As a result of joining the Skip Graph overlay, each peer knows logarithmically other peers, which enables it to efficiently search for any other peer of the system with the communication complexity of O(log n). Upon joining the Skip Graph overlay, the peer creates its view of the blockchain using LightChain's randomized bootstrapping feature without the need to download and process the entire ledger. In LightChain, a transaction represents a state transition of the assets of a peer, which is denoted by the owner peer of that transaction. For example, in the cryptocurrency applications, the asset of a peer is its monetary wealth, and a transaction models a monetary remittance, which represents the state transition of the monetary wealth of the owner affected by the remittance. The owner peer casts the state transition into a transaction, computes the identifiers of validators, searches for the validators over Skip Graph overlay, and asks them to validate its transaction. In order to be validated, each transaction needs to be signed by a system-wide constant number of validators, where their identifiers are chosen randomly for each transaction to ensure security. In addition to security, the idea of validating transactions makes participating nodes in the block generation needless of going through the validation of individual transactions.
Once the transaction gets validated, the owner inserts it as a node into the Skip Graph overlay, which makes it searchable and accessible by any other peer. The insertion of the transaction is done by invoking the insertion protocol of Skip Graph using the transaction's identifiers but the (IP) address of the owner peer itself. As we explain later, the identifiers of a transaction are related to its hash value. The Skip Graph peers route the messages on behalf of the transactions they hold. This idea is similar to the other existing DHTs like Chord [65] and Pastry [66] . This feature enables LightChain peers to search and find the new transactions. Upon finding new validated transactions, each peer is able to cast them into blocks, go through the validation procedure (similar to the transactions' case), and insert the validated block into the Skip Graph overlay. Each transaction's owner then removes its transaction node from the overlay once it is successfully included in a validated block (for the sake of efficiency). The idea of representing each transaction and block by a Skip Graph node results in any search for the peer or the transactions and blocks that it holds to be routed to the peer's (IP) address, rendering them accessible by every other peer in a fully decentralized manner. Hence, in LightChain's Skip Graph overlay, there exist three types of nodes: peers, transactions, and blocks. In other words, the Skip Graph overlay acts as a distributed database of the transactions and blocks that are owned by peers, which enables each peer to efficiently search for any transaction or block with the communication complexity of O(log n). The previous relationship of blocks stored in a distributed manner on distinct peers defines a blockchain. By making the blocks and transactions efficiently retrievable by search, the participating peers are not required to keep or download the entire ledger. In LightChain, each block or transaction is replicated by its owner and validators to support availability, accessibility, and fault tolerance. By means of searchable blocks and transactions as well as replication, in LightChain we introduce the idea of distributed storage layer for the blockchain where participating peers in the consensus only need to keep and maintain a subset of the blocks, and not the ledger entirely. In the rest of this section, unless stated otherwise, by the term node, we mean a peer.
As an incentive mechanism, LightChain employs a monetary balance for each participating peer to exchange with other peers and cover the operational fees of appending data to the blockchain [1] . LightChain rewards the peers' contribution on maintaining the connectivity of the system, providing validation service, and generating blocks. Moreover, LightChain encourages honest peers to audit other peers, by rewarding the detection and report of adversarial acts. Malicious behavior is penalized by LightChain upon detection, and the adversarial peers are blacklisted and gradually isolated from the system. Figure  1 summarizes the LightChain's contributions to each layer of the blockchain architecture.
Structure of Transactions and Blocks
A LightChain transaction, tx, is represented by a (prev, owner, cont, search proof, h, σ) tuple, where prev is the hash value of a committed block to the blockchain. We use the prev pointer for each transaction tx to define an order of precedence between tx and all the blocks and transactions in the blockchain without the need of any synchronized clock. The block that is referred by prev takes precedence over tx. All the transactions included in the prev block are assumed to be committed before tx in the essence of time. Following the same convention, all the blocks and transactions that precede prev, also precede tx. The owner represents the identifier of the owner node in the Skip Graph overlay that generates the transaction tx. Equating the name ID and numerical ID of the peers with the hash value of their public key, owner refers to either of the name ID or numerical ID of the owner peer. The cont field of a transaction denotes the state transition of the assets of the owner node. The contribution is a general term that covers a vast variety of the blockchain applications that LightChain is applicable on. For example, in cryptocurrency applications, the state of peers corresponds to their wealth, and a transaction represents a monetary remittance between two peers. In such applications, cont includes the remittance value as well as the identifier of the receiver peer, to whom the transaction owner aims to transfer the fund. The search proof field of a transaction is the authenticated proof of searches over the peers of the Skip Graph overlay to find the validators of the transaction tx, as explained before. The h field of the transaction tx is the hash value of the transaction, which is computed as shown by Equation 1. The σ field of the transaction tx contains the signatures of both the owner as well the validators on its hash value h. The owner's signature is for the sake of authenticity, and to prevent adversarial peers from masquerading as honest peers and submitting a transaction on behalf of them. The validators' signature is a part of LightChain's consensus strategy, and is explained within our proposed Proof-of-Validation consensus approach.
A LightChain block blk is defined by a (prev, owner, S, search proof, h, σ) tuple, which is similar to the transaction structure of LightChain except that S represents the set of all the transactions that are included in the block blk. The h field of block blk is its hash value, which is computed as shown by Equation 2. The σ field contains the signatures of both the block's owner as well as the block's validators on its hash value (i.e., h).
4.3 Network Layer: Skip Graph overlay of peers, transactions, and blocks
In our proposed LightChain, we represent each peer, transaction, and block by a Skip Graph node. This way, all the peers, transactions, and blocks are addressable within the network. In other words, participating nodes (i.e., peers) in LightChain exploit the Skip Graph overlay to search for each other, as well as each others' blocks and transactions. Both the numerical ID and name ID of the peers are the hash value of their public key using a collision-resistant hash function. As in a Skip Graph, nodes' identifiers define the connectivity; hence, considering the hash function as a random oracle results in the uniform placement of peers in Skip Graph overlay, which limits the adversarial power on tweaking the Skip Graph topology for its advantage.
The numerical ID of a transaction or a block in the Skip Graph overlay is its hash value (i.e., h). The name ID of a transaction or a block is its corresponding prev field value. This regulation enables peers to traverse the LightChain's ledger in both forward and backward directions. Following this convention, in LightChain, having a block with numerical ID (i.e., the hash value) of h and previous pointer value of prev, the (IP) address of the peers that hold the immediate predecessor block are obtained by performing a search for numerical ID of prev in the Skip Graph overlay. Similarly, the (IP) address of the peers holding the immediate successor transaction(s) or block(s) in the blockchain are obtainable by performing a search for name ID of h over the Skip Graph overlay. This follows the fact that all the immediate successors of a block have h as their name ID. This feature of the LightChain enables the peers to efficiently update their view towards the tail of the blockchain by performing a search for the name ID of their local tail. The search returns all the blocks that are appended subsequently to their local tail, as well as all the new validated transactions that are waiting to be included in blocks. Additionally, using this feature, a peer does not need to store the entire blockchain locally. Rather, having only a single block of the ledger enables the peer to efficiently retrieve the predecessor and successor blocks to it with the communication complexity of O(log n). Figure 2 illustrates this convention of LightChain, where a peer that only has blk2 is able to efficiently retrieve its immediate predecessor (i.e., blk1) by searching for the numerical ID [32] of its prev value (i.e., blk1.h = blk2.prev) in a fully decentralized manner. The search is responded by the owner 2 of blk1 with its (IP) address, and hence the predecessor of blk2 (i.e., blk1) is retrievable efficiently by directly contacting its owner. Similarly, the peer that only possesses blk2 is able to perform a search for name ID [58] over its hash value (i.e., blk2.h) to retrieve the immediate successor block that comes after blk2. As the result of the search for name ID of blk2.h, owner of blk3 responds to the search initiator peer with its (IP) address, and blk3 is retrievable efficiently by directly contacting its owner. In the case where a single block has several successor blocks, the search initiator receives a response from each of the immediate successor block's owners. In the example of Figure 2 , considering blk4 as the current tail of the blockchain, as discussed later in this section, the newly generated transactions that succeed blk4 (i.e., tx1, tx2, and tx3) are efficiently retrievable by performing a search for the name ID using blk4.h.
Consensus Layer: Proof-of-Validation (PoV), fair, efficient, immutable, and secure consensus
Proof-of-Validation (PoV) is our proposed consensus approach of LightChain, and is employed to validate the generated transactions and blocks. Once a transaction or block is validated by PoV, it is considered legitimate by all the participating peers. PoV is fair as each participating peer in the system has a uniform chance of being involved in the consensus regardless of its influence. PoV is efficient as it requires only O(log n) communication complexity for validating a single transaction or block. PoV is immutable as none of the influential peers in reaching a consensus can legitimately change the consensus at a later time after it is finalized. Finally, PoV is secure as malicious peers are not able to commit an invalid transaction or block to the blockchain. We analyze the security and immutability of PoV in Section 5. A transaction or block is considered as validated once it successfully passes the PoV consensus. Note that a validated transaction's contribution is not considered effective and authoritative unless it is included in a validated block that is committed to the blockchain. To validate each transaction or block, PoV provides a set of randomly chosen validators for the sake of evaluation as detailed in the followings.
Transaction Generation and Validation
PoV considers a transaction as valid if its hash value h is signed by t (randomly chosen) validators, where t is a constant protocol parameter, which is called the Signatures Threshold. For a transaction tx, the numerical ID of each validator is chosen uniformly as shown by Equation 3 , where v i is the numerical ID of the i th validator in the Skip Graph overlay. In order to provide security, efficiency, and availability for the system, LightChain only allows a transaction's owner to iterate i over [1, α] , where α is another constant protocol parameter, which is called the Validators Threshold. We formally discuss this in Section 5, and develop a formulation for deciding on the proper values of the Signatures Threshold and Validators Threshold considering the security, efficiency, and availability of system.
The transaction's owner then conducts a search for numerical ID of the validator (i.e., v i ) within the Skip Graph overlay. If there exists a peer with the numerical ID of v i in the overlay, the owner receives its (IP) address. Otherwise, it receives the (IP) address of the peer with the largest available numerical ID that is less than v i . Both cases are supported with an authenticated search proof that is generated by the Skip Graph peers on the search path, and is delivered to the owner. The authenticated proof of the search for numerical ID of the i th validator is denoted by search proof i , which also contains all the (IP) addresses and identifiers of the Skip Graph peers on the search path. The last peer on the search path of v i is designated as the i th validator. The transaction's owner then adds the authenticated search proof for all the validators to the transaction, computes its hash value h as specified by Equation 1, signs the hash value, and appends her signature to σ. The transaction's owner then contacts the validator asking for the validation of the tx. During the validation, the validators evaluate the soundness, correctness, and authenticity of tx, as well as the balance compliance of the its owner to cover the fees. As the validation result for tx, the transaction owner either receives a signature over h or ⊥ from each contacted validator.
Soundness: A transaction tx is said to be sound if it does not precede the latest transaction of the transaction's owner on the blockchain. By not preceding the latest transaction of the same owner, we mean its prev should point to the hash value of a validated and committed block on the ledger with no transaction of the transaction's owner in any of the subsequent blocks. In other words, soundness requires the newly generated tx transaction to succeed all of the previously registered transactions of its owner on the blockchain. This is both to counter double-spending from the same set of assets, as well as to make the validation of a transaction a one-time operation, i.e., the owner of a validated tx transaction is able to append it to the blockchain as long as it does not generate any new transaction on the blockchain that precedes tx based on prev. Considering the soundness, at most one of the concurrently generated and validated transactions of a peer has the chance to be included into a new block. As once one of its transactions is included in a block, the others become unsound, cannot be included in the same block or further blocks, and should go over re-validation. Therefore, in addition to prevent double spending, soundness provides a uniform chance for the transaction generators to include their transaction into each new block. We elaborate more on this criteria when we discuss block validation.
Correctness: For a transaction tx to be correct, its contribution field (i.e., cont) should represent a valid state transition of the owner's assets. The compliance metric is application dependent. For example, in cryptocurrency applications, for a transaction to be correct, the owner's account should have enough balance to cover the remittance fee (i.e., the contribution).
Authenticity: The evaluation of authenticity is done by checking the correctness of h based on Equation 1, verifying σ for the inclusion of a valid signature of the transaction's owner over h, and verifying search proof for all the validators of tx. The validator rejects the validation of tx as unauthenticated if any of these conditions is not satisfied.
Balance Compliance: As an incentive mechanism to participate in the validation, LightChain considers a validation fee in the favor of the t validators of the transaction tx that sign its hash value and make it validated. Also, LightChain considers a routing fee in the favor of all the Skip Graph peers that participate in finding the transaction's validators, i.e., the peers that their identifiers are included on the search path of every validator according to the search proof , excluding the validator and the owner itself. A transaction tx passes the balance compliance part of validation if its owner has enough balance to cover the validation and routing fees. The balance compliance validation is done based on the view of the validator towards the blockchain. Both the routing and validation fees are fixed-value protocol parameters, and are the incentive mechanism for the peers to perform the routing and validation honestly [1, 11, 12] . The fees also prevent Sybil adversarial peers on indefinitely generating transactions by circulating the adversarial balance among themselves and continuously congesting the system with the validation of adversarial transac-tions.
If tx is sound, correct, authenticated, and its owner has a balance compliance to cover the fees, the validator signs h, and sends the signature to its owner, who then includes the validator's signature inside σ. For a transaction tx to be considered as validated, PoV requires the owner to include t valid signatures issued by the validators in the search proof . The validated tx transaction is inserted as a Skip Graph node by its owner, which makes it accessible by other participating peers of the system to be included in a block. The numerical ID of tx is h, and the name ID of tx is prev, which enables any Skip Graph peer to conduct a search for name ID on the hash value of any ledger's block within the Skip Graph overlay and find all the new transactions that are pointing back to that block.
Block Generation and Validation
We call a peer that generates blocks, a block owner. Once a block owner collects at least min tx newly generated transactions that have not been included into any validated block that has been committed to the blockchain, it casts them into a new block blk, and sends the block for validation. By casting transactions into blk we mean including the collected transactions into S set as discussed in Equation 2. min tx is an application-dependent fixed-value parameter of LightChain denoting the minimum number of the transactions that should be included in a block. In contrast to the transaction owners that have more flexibility on choosing their transaction's prev pointer, the block owners should always set the prev pointer of their block to the current tail of the blockchain. Similar to the transactions, in PoV we say a block blk is validated if its hash value (i.e., h) is being signed by t randomly chosen PoV validators. To have blk validated, the block owner computes the numerical ID of the i th validator as shown by Equation 4 .
Similar to the transaction validation, the block owner searches for validators in the Skip Graph overlay, and completes the structure of blk by including the search proof for validators into search proof , computing the block's hash value (i.e., h), and including its own signature over h into σ. The block owner then contacts each of the validators and asks for the validation. Consistent with the transaction validation, a block owner is only allowed to iterate over Equation 4 for i ∈ [1, α]. As the validation result for blk, the block owner either receives a signature over h or ⊥ from each contacted validator. If the block owner receives t signatures over h from its PoV validators, it is said that the block passed the PoV validation. On receiving a validation request for a block blk, each of its PoV validators checks the authenticity and consistency of blk itself, as well as the authenticity and soundness of all transactions included in S (as discussed earlier). The authenticity evaluation of blocks is done similar to the transactions. Consistency: A block blk is said to be consistent, if its prev pointer points to the current tail of the blockchain; otherwise it is inconsistent. By the current tail of the blockchain, we mean the most recent view of the validators towards the tail of the chain. The inconsistencies among validators' views are handled by our proposed fork-free mechanism later. However, it is likely for the current tail of the blockchain to be updated during the validation of a newly generated block. Although randomly chosen PoV validators of a block evaluate its consistency during the validation phase, nevertheless, the update on the current tail of the blockchain makes the block inconsistent during the validation procedure. Validating such an inconsistent block emerges a fork on the blockchain. To tackle this problem, once any of the randomly chosen PoV validators detects a potential fork at any step of the validation, it terminates the validation with a rejection, informing the owner. By a potential fork, we mean the situation where another block outpaces an under-validation block and becomes the new tail of the blockchain. This implies that the validators of a block need to keep their view of the blockchain's tail updated by continuously performing a search for the name ID of the hash value of the current tail (during the validation process only), which returns all the blocks and transactions that immediately succeed the tail. In this manner, upon any update on the current tail, the new tail is returned as the result of the search. A potential fork example is illustrated by Figure 3 where blk7 is undergoing the validation but its validation is terminated with rejection as soon as any of its randomly chosen PoV validators detects that another block (i.e., blk6) has outpaced blk7 in validation and became the new tail block of the blockchain.
If the block's structure is authenticated, consistent, and all the transactions in S are sound and authenticated, the validator signs h, and sends the signature to the block's owner, who includes the validator's signature inside σ. PoV considers a block blk as validated if σ field contains t valid signatures on h value. After the blk gets validated, its owner inserts it into the Skip Graph overlay as a node. As the incentive mechanism of LightChain, owner of a block receives a block generation reward once its block gets validated and committed to the blockchain. The block generation reward is a fixed-value parameter of LightChain that acts both as an incentive mechanism for encouraging the peers to participate progressively in generating blocks, as well as a mean for wealth Figure 4 : Using our fork-free mechanism, whichever of the simultaneously validated blk6 or blk7 has the lowest hash value wins the fork, is followed by every participating peer. The knocked-out block owners remove their blocks from the Skip Graph overlay, update their transactions set, and restart the validation procedure.
creation. In this paper, we assume that the generation reward for a block is larger than its validation and routing fees. This is done to enable peers to participate in the block generation immediately after they join the system. Fork-free mechanism: To resolve the forks caused by the simultaneously validated blocks, LightChain governs a fork-free mechanism, which is a deterministic approach that instructs all the peers to solely follow the block with the lowest hash value upon a fork. For example, in the snapshot of Figure 4 in the fork that is caused by simultaneous validations of the blocks blk6 and blk7 by disjoint set of PoV validators, whichever of blk6 or blk7 that has the lowest hash value is presumed as the one committed to the blockchain, and is followed by all the peers of the system. Upon a fork, we call the block with the lowest hash value as the winner block, and the other participating blocks of the fork as the knocked-out ones. The knocked-out block owners remove their block from the Skip Graph overlay, update their set of transactions by dropping the transactions that are included in the winner block, adding the new transactions to reach the min tx threshold, and restart the validation procedure. The knocked-out block owners neither gain any block generation reward nor lose any balance because of the fees, as these fees and rewards are not effective unless the block is successfully committed to the blockchain, i.e., the block passes the PoV validation, wins the possible forks, and is appended to the current tail of the blockchain. In order to ensure that a newly appended validated block blk to the ledger does not undergo any further fork rivalry, and is considered committed, effective, and finalized, LightChain waits for only one further block to be appended subsequently to blk. In this way, all the forks at the depth of the blk are considered as potential forks, and are rejected by the consistency checking mechanism of PoV. Once a block blk is committed to the blockchain, the contributions and fees of transactions in S, as well as the fees and rewards associated with blk itself become effective.
Storage Layer: Replication for better efficiency and availability
In LightChain, each transaction or block is stored in the local storage of its associated owner, and presented as a Skip Graph node, which makes it efficiently searchable by all the participating peers in the system. Hence, peers do not need to store or download the entire ledger. Rather, they access the transactions and blocks in an on-demand manner, i.e., a peer searches for a transaction or block upon a need and retrieves it efficiently from the overlay. For further efficiency, a transaction owner should remove its transaction from the overlay once it is included in a committed block, to be discarded from the list of transactions that are waiting to be placed into the blocks. We assume the peers in LightChain are subject to churn, i.e., volatile between online and offline states [60] . To provide availability of the transactions and blocks under churn, all the randomly chosen PoV validators of a transaction or block also act as its corresponding replicas by storing a copy of it in their local storage, representing it as a node in the overlay, and being responsive to the other peers' queries over it. In Section 5, we show that the Signatures Threshold parameter of LightChain (i.e., t) is chosen in a way that it results in at least one available replica for each transaction and block under churn, in expectation.
View Layer: Randomized Bootstrapping, trusted, consistent, and efficient view synchronization
View of a peer in LightChain is a table of (numID, lastblk, state, balance) tuples. Each view table entry represents a single peer of the system with the numerical ID of numID, the current state of assets that is determined by the state, and the remaining balance of balance. The lastblk represents the hash value of the last block on the blockchain that contains the most recent transaction of that peer. We define the view introducers of a new peer as the set of randomly chosen peers that share their view of the blockchain with the newly joined peer. Upon joining the overlay, a new peer computes the numerical IDs of its view introducers based on Equation 5 , where new peer.numID is the numerical ID of the new peer and view intro i is the numerical ID of the i th view introducer of it. We employ the hash function as a random oracle to obtain uniformly random view introducers' numerical IDs.
The new peer then conducts a search for numerical ID of view intro i within the overlay, contacts the peer in the search result, and obtains its view of the blockchain. The new peer continues in this manner by iterating over i until it obtains t consistent views. As we show later, we determine t and α in such a way that a new peer obtains t consistent views of the honest peers by iterating i over [1, α] .
Direct retrieval of the latest state
Each transaction that appears on a committed block to the ledger contains the latest update on the transaction owner's state of assets. LightChain's approach on representing each block by a Skip Graph node makes the blocks addressable, searchable, and efficiently retrievable within the network. Tracking the updates on the entire view of other peers' assets, hence, requires a peer to keep its local view updated with the new blocks, which is a plausible assumption in the majority of the existing solutions. However, in addition to sequentially seeking the new blocks and updating view accordingly, LightChain enables each peer to directly retrieve the latest assets' state of another peer of interest without the need to keep track of the new blocks on the ledger. This is done by the additional representation of each block with multiple Skip Graph nodes i.e., one per each transaction included in the block. As each of these additional Skip Graph nodes represents one of the transactions of the same block, we call them the associated transaction pointers of that block. In this approach, each transaction tx that is included into a committed block blk is represented by a transaction pointer node (i.e., pointer). The name ID and numerical ID of the transaction pointer node are set as pointer.nameID = tx.owner and pointer.numID = blk.h, respectively. Setting the numerical ID of a transaction pointer to its associated block's hash value is for the sake of security, and to provide a tie between each pointer and the block it points to. The transaction pointer nodes associated with each block are inserted by the block's owner and replicated on the block's PoV validators. In this manner, a peer that is solely interested in knowing the latest state of another peer's assets, for example, tx.owner, performs a search for a transaction pointer with the name ID of tx.owner as the search target within the Skip Graph overlay. The search is answered by either the owner of blk or one of its PoV validators that all keep a copy of blk (i.e., the block that contains the latest update on the assets' state of tx.owner). To keep track of the latest updates over the assets, both the owner and validators of a block should take down each of its associated transaction pointers once an update on the corresponding assets appears on a newer committed block to the ledger. Taking down a pointer node from the overlay is simply done by performing the Skip Graph node deletion operation [32] by the owner and each of the validators in a fully decentralized manner. This is for the sake of better efficiency of the search, and to make sure that the transaction pointers always point to the most recent states. Not dropping the pointers after a new update is counted as misbehavior, which we address it by the misbehavior detection strategy of LightChain. To address the network asynchrony, however, the block owner and PoV validators are allowed to take down the pointers within at most a certain number committed blocks after a new transaction on the associated set of assets happens. This allows them to have enough time to discover the new updates without being subject to misbehavior. The length of the block interval (i.e., number of blocks between two transaction pointers over the same set of assets) is a constant protocol parameter that is application dependent.
Motivating honest behavior and misbehavior detection:
The block generation reward and the routing and validation fees constitute the incentive mechanism of the LightChain for the peers to retain their honest behavior i.e., following the LightChain's architecture and protocol as described in this section. In this paper, we assume that the block generation reward is greater than the routing and validation fees. We establish this assumption to motivate any peer to retain honest behavior from the time it joins the system by enabling it to participate in block generation and gain the block generation reward. The counterpart of honest behavior is the misbehavior, which we define it as any sort of deviation from the described LightChain's protocol and architecture. As detailed earlier, for the transactions and blocks that are gone through the consensus layer, we consider the randomly chosen PoV validators to check the submitted transaction or block against the misbehavior. As we analyze in Section 5, we choose the system's security parameter (i.e., λ) as well as PoV operational parameters (i.e., α and t) in a way that an adversarial peer cannot convince the PoV validators on a misbehavior unless with a probability of at most 2 −λ . In addition to the countermeasures established by PoV, we also introduce misbehavior detection as an extra level of adversarial countermeasure, especially for the adversarial actions that are not gone through the PoV e.g., direct submission of an invalid block to the ledger. In our proposed misbehavior detection, each peer of LightChain acts as an auditor for other peers' behavior and gains a misbehavior audition reward by reporting their misbehavior. As an auditor, any peer should be able to evaluate a block or transaction in the same way that its PoV validators do during the validation. Any deviation from LightChain's protocol that fails the auditor's evaluation is considered as misbehavior, e.g., the invalid signature of validators, lack of t signatures on the hash value, and validating an invalid block or transaction. We specified the first two cases earlier in this section. The last case (i.e., validating an invalid block or transaction) happens when an adversarial transaction or block owner finds t randomly chosen malicious PoV validators who deviate from the validation protocol and sign an invalid block or transaction, e.g., a double-spending transaction. Although as we stated earlier, we determine PoV operational parameters in a way that such an attack cannot happen unless with a probability of at most 2 −λ , nevertheless, the misbehavior detection of LightChain provides an extra level of security to ensure that even if such an attack happens, the invalid transaction or block does not persist on the ledger.
Upon a misbehavior detection, the auditor generates a transaction with the evidence of the misbehavior in the contribution field. The transaction then goes through the same PoV validation process as described earlier, except that the validators verify the correctness of the transaction as the correctness of the reported evidence. Once the transaction is validated and placed into a committed block to the blockchain, the guilty peer is penalized by the misbehavior penalty fee, routing fee, and validation fee that it is made to pay to the owner (i.e., auditor), routers, and validators of the transaction, respectively. Misbehavior fee is another constant parameter of LightChain that is application dependent. Once misbehavior is recorded for a peer on a committed block, its identifier is blacklisted. The blacklisted peers are isolated by honest peers i.e., any incoming message from the blacklisted peers is discarded by honest peers. This eventually results in the blacklisted peers being excluded from the overlay, which causes the blacklisted peers to never being selected as a validator as they no longer are a part of the overlay from the honest peers' point of view. A blacklisted peer appearing in an authenticated search proof implies a malicious router peer on the search path that is caught and blacklisted accordingly.
The detailed pseudo-code descriptions of LightChain's algorithms are presented in the Appendix.
Analytical and Performance Results
Formal Mathematical Analysis
In this section, we analyze the necessary mathematical conditions on picking the operational system parameters: the Signatures Threshold t and the Validators Threshold α. There exist three main considerations: (1) With respect to the security, an adversary that controls f fraction of all the peers should be able to fork a history or validate adversarial blocks or transactions with the probability of at most 2 −λ , where λ is the system's security parameter. (2) With respect to the availability, LightChain should provide the availability of at least one replica of each block and transaction, at any given time in expectation. (3) With respect to the efficiency, the honest peers who follow the LightChain protocol find t honest validators within at most α trials for validating their transactions and blocks. We aim at choosing the minimum possible values of t and α that satisfies the mentioned security, availability, and efficiency constraints, since this means a lower communication overhead imposed to the system.
In our analysis, we assume the worst case such that there is no churn for the adversarial peers and all the adversarial peers are under the control of the same adversarial party. For simplicity, we assume a uniform failure model for the honest peers of the system, such that at any point in time the probability of failure of an honest peer is denoted by q, which is independent of the others. Based on these assumptions, the expected number of online peers at any time is denoted by n o as determined based on the Equation 6. As is represented later in this section, we implement more realistic churn models in our simulations and show that the results match our analysis.
Security Analysis: Given a certain value of α, we indicate t m as the minimum value of t that yields in a probability of less than or equal to 2 −λ for the adversary to find t adversarial validators within at most α trials. For example, assuming that λ ≥ 40, it yields in the adversarial success probability of at most 2 −40 . Let V m be a random variable that denotes the number of adversarial validators within at most α trials. We aim at achieving P r(V m ≥ t m ) ≤ 2 −λ . Equation 7 represents the evaluation of the cumulative distribution function of V m at t m . For large values of n, Equation 7 is approximated by Equation 8, which denotes a Hypergeometric distribution [67] , where ψ is the standard normal distribution function [68] . Equation 9 represents a lower bound on the value of t m that results in the P r(V m < t m ) ≥ 1 − 2 −λ . The lower bound obtained from this equation is independent of the system capacity (i.e., n) as well as the churn of the peers (i.e., q).
For a certain value of α, choosing t ≥ t m results in a less than 2 −λ probability for an adversarial peer to find t adversarial validators within at most α trials, and validate an adversarial transaction or block. We also obtain a lower bound value for α based on Equation 9 . The constraint of t m ≤ t ≤ α implies a lower bound on α as shown by Equation 10 .
Efficiency Aspect: We determine the value of t in such a way that finding t honest validators is efficiently achievable within at most α trials in expectation. As shown by Equation 11 , we denote by p the Bernoulli probability of choosing an honest validator for a given transaction or block uniformly at random. The uniform distribution of p follows from the random oracle model.
Given a certain value of α, we indicate the minimum number of randomly chosen honest validators within α trials by t h . Let X i be a random variable denoting the number of trials on the validators' identifiers until the i th honest validator is reached. X i follows a geometric distribution with the success probability of p, and the expected value of 1 p . As shown by Equation 12 , we aim to choose t h in such a way that it enables an honest peer to find t h honest validators within at most α trials in expectation. Since X i values are independent and identically distributed random variables, Equation 12 is simplified to Equation 13 , which results in an upper bound value of t h ≤ p × α as shown by Equation 14 . For a certain value of α, one should choose t ≤ t h to find t honest validators in expectation.
Availability Aspect: The t PoV validators and the owner of a block or transaction are also designated as its replicas. To provide data availability for LightChain under churn, we choose t in such a way that at least one replica is available for each transaction or block in a timely fashion in expectation. Let t a be the minimum number of replicas that provides the availability of at least one replica under the uniform failure probability of q. It is trivial that t a ≤ t + 1 as we should not replicate any more rather than on the owner as well as the t PoV validators of a transaction or block. The replication policy of LightChain on the owner as well as the randomly chosen PoV validators each with the failure Bernoulli probability of q corresponds to a Binomial distribution of the replicas availability. Having t a replicas (including the owner), the expected number of available replicas at any given time is derived from the expected value of the Binomial distribution of t a trials with the success probability of 1 − q, which is equal to ta 1−q . Equation 15 represents the availability constraint of LightChain, which results in the lower bound of t a . Excluding the owner from t a , and replicating a block or transaction on its t a −1 randomly chosen validators results in the expected availability of at least one copy in a timely fashion. Note that in cases where the minimum expected availability of k replicas is desirable (i.e., k > 1), Equation 15 is easily adoptable by replacing 1 in the nominator with k.
Putting all together: Having our security parameter (i.e., λ) and the fraction of adversarial peers (i.e., f ) determined, we obtain a lower bound value for α form Equation 10 that satisfies our security constraint. In order to satisfy the security requirement we need t ≥ t m , for efficiency we need t ≤ t h , and for availability we need t ≥ t a . Putting all these aspects together results in a permissible range for t that is shown by Equation 16 .
Experimental Evaluation
Setup: To simulate and evaluate LightChain, we extended the Skip Graph simulator SkipSim [36] by enhancing it with three types of nodes on the overlay: peers, transactions, and blocks. In SkipSim, the time is divided into the fixed discrete intervals of one hour. To simulate the arrivals and departures of the peers to and from the system (i.e., churn) in a realistic manner, we follow the extracted Weibull-based churn model [60] over a long-term study of the P2P systems. In this churn model, a peer shows the periodic states of online and offline with the expected duration of 2.7 and 10 hours, respectively. The overlays are initially empty, and peers join the overlay with an average of about 1000 peers per hour. Consistent with the reported statistics of the Bitcoin that is provided in [69, 70] , in our LightChain implementation on SkipSim, while a peer is online it generates a single transaction per hour. Also in our simulations, we considered 16.5% of the total registered peers as colluding adversarial peers (i.e., f = 0.165), which corresponds to the largest fraction of colluding hash power in the Bitcoin network [13] . We simulated LightChain for 100 randomly generated Skip Graph overlay topologies, each with the system capacity of n = 10, 000 peers. By randomly generated overlays we mean the randomized set of peers' identifiers as well as the overlay's connectivity. Each topology was simulated for 48 hours (i.e., time slots). Likewise, for the sake of simulation, we set min tx = 1. Therefore, each topology generates an average of 100K blocks during the simulation time.
Security Aspect: Figure 5 shows the success probability of the colluding adversarial peers for different values of α and t ≤ α. We consider the adversarial success as forking a history or validating an adversarial block or transaction by finding t adversarial PoV validators within at most α trials. As shown by Figure  5 , for each value of α, with the growth of t from 1 to α, the success probability of adversarial peers drops exponentially and converges to zero. Applying the simulation parameters on Equation 10 results in an estimated lower bound of α ≥ 9.61 based on our analytical framework. Following Equation 9 from the analytical framework, α values of 10, 11, and 12, result in the t m lower bounds of 9.05, 9.59, and 9.89, respectively, which is supported by Figure 5 . For α ≥ 10, the adversarial success probability drops essentially to zero as their associated t value goes beyond their corresponding obtained t m from the framework, e.g., t ≥ 9.89 for α = 12 results in the adversarial success probability of essentially zero. Availability Aspect: Figure 6 illustrates the average availability of the blocks as t grows. By the blocks' availability, we mean the average number of available replicas of each block in the system at each time slot. The average is taken over 48 hours of the simulation time. The t parameter that corresponds to the number of PoV validators for each block of LightChain also represents the number of replicated copies of that block. As shown by Figure 6 , the average availability of the blocks increases linearly with respect to t. This linear behavior is supported by the Binomial distribution of the randomized replication policy of LightChain over the validators. Modeling the churn by a uniform model with the average online and offline periods of about 2.7 and 10 hours, the uniform failure probability of each peer is q = 0.78. Considering q as a Bernoulli probability, the expected number of available replicas is obtained as q ×t, which is linear in t. Following Equation 15 from our analytical framework, t a ≥ 4.55. As illustrated in Figure 6 , for t ≥ t a , the average availability of one block over the entire simulation time is obtained. Taking t = 10 following the security discussion above provides average block availability of about 2.
Efficiency Aspect: Figure 7 represents the efficiency of LightChain with respect to the honest peers who follow the protocol on finding t honest PoV validators. A point (x, y) on this figure is interpreted as x randomly chosen honest PoV validators are obtainable on the average within y trials. We obtain an expected bound of t h ≤ 0.84 × α from Equation 14 of our analytical framework considering the described simulated churn. Concerning honest peers to efficiently find t honest validators within at most α trials, for a certain value of α, t h gives an expected upper bound on the value of t. For example, for α = 12, t h gives an expected upper bound of 10.08, which is consistent with the simulation results on Figure 7 .
Analytical versus Simulation Results: As discussed earlier, considering our simulation setup and assuming λ = 48 as our security parameter, we obtain α ≥ 9.61 from our analytical framework. Selecting α = 12, results in t m ≥ 9.89, t a ≥ 4.55, and t h ≤ 10. Following Equation 16 from our analytical framework, we obtain t = 10 as the proper Signatures Threshold value for the Validators Threshold value of α = 12 that satisfies the security, availability, and efficiency constraints of LightChain, which is also supported by our simulation results in Figures 5, 6 , and 7, respectively.
Asymptotic Analysis
Having the system capacity of n peers, a new peer joins the Skip Graph overlay using the original join protocol of the Skip Graph [32] , which has the communication complexity of O(log n). Generating a new transaction or block takes the maximum of α searches over the overlay for the sake of PoV validation, as well as an insertion in the overlay once it got validated. This results in the overall communication complexity of O((α + 1) log n) for generating a single transaction or block, which is simplified to O(log n) considering α as a system-wide constant parameter. To reduce the number of searches, the participating peers on the search for numerical ID path can be alternatively contacted as the PoV validators, which is supported by the randomized identifier assignment of the peers. In this manner, O( log n α ) searches for validators are required. Although it does not change the communication complexity asymptotically, it reduces the number of searches. For example, based on our simulation results, in a Skip Graph of 10K peers for α = 12 and t = 10, an average of one search is needed to obtain 10 honest validators. PoV validation of a single transaction or block is done via sending a validation result message, which takes the communication complexity of O(1). Also, both generation and validation of a new transaction or block take constant computational operations that are a function of the LightChain's operational parameters (e.g., verifying t signatures from PoV validators), and takes O(1) asymptotic time complexity. For the sake of LightChain's Randomized-Bootstrapping, a peer needs to search for at most α view introducers within the overlay, which takes the communication complexity of O(log n). Thus we conclude that the communication complexity of LightChain is O(log n) per operation. Similarly, having b blocks in the system, following the replication on validators policy of LightChain, the expected storage complexity of each peer is O( b n ). This follows the fact that the validators of each block are chosen uniformly from a random oracle modeled hash function. Based on the simulation results, with about 100K generated blocks during the 48 hours of simulation, the average standard deviation of the number of replicated blocks that each peer holds is about 0.033, which corresponds to a uniform load distribution of blocks over the peers.
Conclusion
To improve the communication and storage efficiency, and solve the convergence to centralization and consistency problems of the existing blockchain solutions, in this paper, we proposed LightChain, which is a novel blockchain architecture that operates over a Skip Graph-based P2P DHT overlay. In contrast to the existing blockchains that operate on epidemic data dissemination, LightChain provides addressable peers, blocks, and transactions within the network, which makes them efficiently accessible in an on-demand manner. Using LightChain, no peer is required to store the entire ledger. Rather each peer replicates a random subset of the blocks and transactions and answers other peer's queries on those. LightChain is a fair blockchain as it considers a uniform chance for all the participating peers to be involved in the consensus protocol regardless of their influence in the system (e.g., hashing power or stake). To improve the consistency of the blockchain, LightChain governs a deterministic fork-resolving policy.
We analyzed LightChain both mathematically and experimentally regarding its operational parameters to achieve the security, efficiency, and availability. Having n peers and b blocks in the system, compared to the existing blockchains that require the storage and communication complexity of O(b) and O(n), respectively, LightChain requires O( b n ) storage on each peer, and incurs the communication complexity of O(log n) on generating a new transaction and block. As future work, we plan to extend our analysis to include game-theoretical aspects of LightChain (e.g., rewards and fees).
A LightChain's algorithms details
In this appendix, we represent the detailed descriptions of the LightChain's algorithms in a bottom-up manner, i.e., we first show the basic low-level algorithms that act as the building blocks of the high-level ones, and then move to the explanation of the high-level algorithms that operate on the top of those building blocks. The Verify algorithm (Algorithm 1) verifies the authenticity of the input search proof, and generates a misbehavior transaction upon receiving an unauthenticated search proof (see Section 4.8 for more details). The TXBGeneration algorithm (Algorithm 2) is called whenever a peer aims to generate a transaction or block, and it uses the Verify algorithm as a sub-routine. Algorithms 3, 4, and 5 are sub-routines that evaluate the soundness, correctness, and authenticity of a transaction as described in Section 4.4, respectively. Algorithm 5 also evaluates the authenticity of blocks, which is done in an identical manner as for the transactions.
Using these building blocks, the Audit algorithm (Algorithm 6) evaluates the validity of a given transaction or block based on the view of the peer that invokes it, and generates a misbehavior transaction on receiving an invalid transaction or block (see Section 4.8 for further details). The Audit algorithm is used as a sub-routine in the ViewUpdate algorithm (Algorithm 7), which performs randomized bootstrapping for a new peer that joins the system (see Section 4.6) as well as updating the view of the existing peers in the system. For an already joined peer to the system, a single call to ViewUpdate updates the view of the peer towards the tail of the blockchain by one block, e.g., a peer with a view that is three blocks behind the current tail of the blockchain needs to invoke ViewUpdate three times to reach the current tail of the ledger. LightChain peers invoke ViewUpdate periodically to update their view towards the blockchain. The frequency of ViewUpdate execution is application dependent. ViewUpdate audits the newly generated transactions and blocks against the misbehavior, and generates a new block by invoking the TXB-Generation algorithm upon collecting min tx newly generated transactions. Algorithm 8 evaluates the balance compliance of a transaction owner to cover the routing and validation fees based on the view of the PoV validator that invokes it. Finally, Algorithm 9 is executed by a PoV validator peer and represents the PoV validation procedure of a transaction or block. 
